ATTENTION ALL BOWLERS:  

YOUR NAME, SCORE, DATE & CENTER & YOU WILL BE ON THE FRONT PAGE  

- Scrub League  
- Vegas League  
- Laughlin League  
- Youth League  
- Senior League

APPLICATIONS DUE BY 5PM  
TUESDAY AUGUST 13

- Day of Tournament

- All Events

- Please Call Jon at (949)770-0055 for more info.

Malott, Johnson Capture Lipton Bowling’s U.S. Open Titles

by Jerry Schneider & Matt Cunninham, USBC Communications

COLUMBUS — Liz Johnson of Cheektowaga, N.Y., and Wes Malott of Pflugerville, Texas, each claimed titles at the 2013 Lipton Bowling’s U.S. Open on Saturday at Columbus Western Bowl.

The win marked the third U.S. Women’s Open title for Johnson and first major victory for Malott, who now owns eight PBA Tour titles.

Johnson and Malott each earned $50,000 for winning their respective events and set up a special Battle of the Sexes match to crown the ultimate U.S. Open champion. Johnson earned an additional $10,000 by defeating Malott, 194-188.

“It’s still going to take some time to process all of this,” Johnson said. “Coming into the week, I felt really strong physically and mentally prepared for sure, and it’s nice to have so much support from my family and friends.”

Johnson, a 39-year-old right-hander, opened the U.S. Women’s Open championship match with six consecutive strikes on the way to a 257-195 win over defending champion and top seed Kelly Kulick of Union, N.J. The two are now tied for second on the event’s all-time winners with three victories apiece.

“I am so fortunate to be part of such an elite group,” said Johnson, who also won the U.S. Women’s Open in 1996 and 2007. “I am so proud of this week, and I can’t believe it’s my third title here. To win this week, after such a grind in three different centers, is amazing.

Malott, who lost to Australian two-hander Jason Belmonte in the championship match of the 2013 United States Bowling Congress Masters, got redemption and the coveted U.S. Open green jacket by defeating Belmonte, 214-156, on Saturday.

“The biggest thing I wanted to put on my resume was a major title,” said Malott, who struck on 22 of 34 shots in three matches. “I’ve been close so many times, and especially close at the Masters after bowling really, really well there all week.”

Surgery on his left knee kept Malott from the recent PBA QBCO Summer Swing in the Milwaukee area, and the grueling U.S. Open format was a true physical test for this year’s PBA Tour average leader.

“This is the most prestigious tournament in our sport, I think, because of the demanding lane conditions and all of the pressure, and I don’t even know that it’s all sunk in yet,” said Malott, a 36-year-old right-hander. “It’s awesome.”

Belmonte led the 54-game event from the first game of the week and by as many as 449 pins. He has reached the championship round at seven of the last eight PBA Tour majors and also had runner-up finishes this year’s PBA World Championship and Barbasol Tournament of Champions.
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LEAGUE MEETINGS WILL BE HELD AT 6:00PM:

**MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9TH, YOUR LEAGUE HERE**

**TUESDAY, AUGUST 27TH, VEGAS EXPRESS (ALMOST FULL)**

**WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11TH, YOUR LEAGUE HERE**

Call 951-595-8000 to sign up www.universalstrike.com

---
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**LEAGUE OFFICERS INTERESTED IN A MORE FINANCIALLY SUCCESSFUL FALL SEASON, PLEASE CONTACT THE CENTER TO RESERVE YOUR LEAGUE SPACE NOW!**
1. Norm, you recently were here in Nevada for Bowl Expo, not only were you here for your manufacturer (Storm) but in the Next Level Booth. For those who are unfamiliar, tell us a little about Next Level Bowling, and what sets it apart from everyone else?

A: Next Level Bowling (www.nextlevelbowling.com) is a company that builds, manages and handles the bookings for all kinds of events. Most of them have a coaching or clinic component but we do events where we handle the entertainment portion of a much larger event as well. Its loads of fun because each day is different for me because Next Level customizes the schedules for the customer and they all want different things. I also get to attend the Expo with our team as an exhibitor as well as represent Storm Products as a staff player. Good times!

2. You have pretty much done it all in the sport of bowling, and with your presumed entry next year into the PBA50, alongside of Parker, and joining Amato, Walter Ray, and Randy Pederson, what do you feel that experience will be like for you, and what do you want to get out of it?

A: I am asked far to often now about my Senior tour aspirations and I cringe every time. It might be because I am in denial but I think its because I have always wanted to compete against the very best at the highest level, no caveats. I do reserve the right to change my mind but as of now there are no plans to tour with the seniors.

3. With the sport losing centers and pro shops all the time, what do you feel is needed to get new blood into the sport?

A: I think that the process has started and the kids will have a huge impact on bowling going forward. They relish in the idea of bowling as a sport and they love the greatest challenges. They want sport conditions, uniforms, singles and team concepts with colors on the line and they don’t like to have 200 handed to them and everyone else in the world because of ridiculously soft conditions. Sport is coming back into bowling and coupled with the vibrant open play activity, I think the industry is in a great place.

4) How do you feel about the trend of the PBA to combine multiple events jammed into one or two weeks of bowling (WSOB and now Summer Swing)? Do you feel it is beneficial to the sport, fans, and TV audiences (which includes PBA’s newest TV affiliate CBS Sports Channel)?

A: I think the decisions of the PBA have been very tough in the last few years given the rising costs of everything it takes to secure and hold events and the lack of sponsorships moneys that have been awarded to bowling. The PBA has owners and although they have been very gracious with their funding in the past there has to be a model that works financially or the end is near. The PBA’s advent of the WSOB and the Summer Swing has enabled them to reduce the amount of costs per event and get closer to a profitable PBA with multiple network relationships. The team concept should do wonders for our television partners as well so there is much to look forward to from here and the PBA would like nothing more than to grow to the number of events they once had, or beyond.

5. As everyone knows, this sport is not just about the physical game, but the mental game, if you had to give one bit of advice on improving ones mental game, what would you say to the bowler?

A: Take responsibility for your own performance, ALWAYS! (Powerful yet straight to the point, wouldn’t you agree.)

Thank you very much Norm, I look forward to seeing you next time you visit our little town when WSOB comes back to town.

U.S. Open continued from page 1

Kulik has been the No. 1 seed at the U.S. Women’s Open three consecutive times, with wins in 2010 and 2012. She won the event for the first time in 2003. USBC Hall of Famer Marion Ladewig owns a record eight U.S. Women’s Open victories.

Johnson topped her Team USA teammate Danielle McEwan of Stony Point, N.Y., 227-202, for a shot at her third U.S. Women’s Open crown, while Malott set up the Masters rematch with a 279-182 win against five-time U.S. Open champion Pete Weber of St. Ann, Mo.

“After winning the U.S. Open, the rest is just icing on the cake,” Johnson said. “To be in that position to bowl in the Battle of the Sexes was a fun bonus, and it was pretty awesome that I was able to win.

In the men’s opening match, Team USA member Marshall Kent of Yakima, Wash, stepped up in the ninth frame with a chance to shut out Malott. Kent left and missed the 2-4-5-8 combination but still won with a 191-171 victory.

The 2013 Lipton Bowling’s U.S. Open included the best men and women bowlers in the world, competing side by side (in separate events) at three Columbus-area bowling centers - Wayne Webb’s Columbus Bowl, Columbus West Bowl and Holiday Lanes. The combined U.S. Open events featured a prize fund of more than $400,000.

2013 LIPTON BOWLING’S U.S. OPEN
Columbus Western Bowl, Columbus, Ohio, Saturday

MEN’S FINAL STANDINGS
1. Wes Melton, Pflugerville, Texas, 693 (three games), $50,000
2. Jason Belmonte, Australia, 156 (one game), $25,000
3. Pete Weber, St. Ann, Mo., 182 (one game), $15,000
4. Marshall Kent, Yakima, Wash., 193 (one game), $12,500

Step ladder results
Match One - Malott def. Kent, 200-193
Match Two - Malott def. Weber, 279-182

Championship - Malott def. Belmonte, 214-156

WOMEN’S FINAL STANDINGS
1. Liz Johnson, Cheektowaga, N.Y., 484 (two games), $50,000
2. Kelly Kulik, Union, N.J., 195 (one game), $25,000
3. Danielle McEwan, Stony Point, N.Y., 394 (two games), $15,000
4. Diantra Ashby, Chicago, 171 (one game), $12,500

Step ladder results
Match One - McEwan def. Ashby, 192-171
Match Two - Johnson def. McEwan, 227-202

Championship - Johnson def. Kulik, 257-195

BATTLE OF THE SEXES
Johnson def. Malott, 194-188 (Johnson wins $10,000)

$2000 First Place
Four 8 week rounds on four different sport shots
32 weeks plus rolloffs

POWERED BY TEAM DIPLOMATZ

STARTS TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH
BOWLS 7:00PM • $25 PER WEEK

11459 Imperial Hwy • Norwalk, CA
(562) 886-3261 • keystonelanes.com

TEXT KEYSTONE TO 35555 TO join our League Bowlers Club & receive upcoming league & tournament information
Kevin Gannon & Bob Sittman
Win WCST Del Rosa Doubles

SAN BERNARDINO — I was planning to visit Del Rosa Lanes and watch the best SoCal sen-
ior bowlers compete for a West Coast Senior Tour (WCST) doubles title last weekend. I live just
two miles from Del Rosa. Instead, after a chance meeting with PBA senior star PAUL NILSEN, I
became a part of the tournament field. Instead of viewing the tournament from behind I was able to
view the competition rubbing shoulders with the players. In fact, for the eight games of qualifying,
Paul and I “crossed” with eventual winners Gannon and Sittman. Close up these guys are good.

The tournament was a member and nonmember doubles event with one partner having to be at
least 50 years old and the other at least 60 years or older.

The tourney format called for eight games of qualifying with the top four teams advancing
to a round robin playoff. Bonus pins were awarded to the teams winning each playoff game and
for each binder outsourcing his counterpart. While four teams advanced to the playoff, five teams
received checks.

After eight games the standings were:

1.  Larry Rumple (1786 pins)  and Pat Byrne (1943) 3729 pins
2.  Paul Appling (1820) and Greg Neuer (1785) 3713
3.  Kevin Gannon (1774) and Bob Sittman (1869) 3643
4.  Ray Cobb (1843) and Ron Sandusky (1788) 3601
5.  Mike Rick (1789) and Mark Dyer (1790) 3579
6.  Gip Lentine (1633) and Larry Gray (1841) 3578
7.  Gary Coultas (1633) and Marlou Dinger (1757) 3576
8.  Dave Gulley (1633) and Don Moser (1846) 3479
9.  Ken Racette (1703) and Eddie Katz (1769) 3472
10. Dave Gulley (1703) and Bob Sittman (1758) 3397
11. Tom Anderson (1674) and Ray Torres (1785) 3395
12. Jerry Calvin (1725) and Kerry Tissler (1722) 3395
13. Frank Weiler (1686) and Paul Nilson (1729) 3397
14. Stan Winters (1631) and Brad Roselung (1728) 3359
15. Ed Jamison (1543) and Mike Fowler (1735) 3278
16. Mike Rick (1789) and Mark Dyer (1790) 3278

Contact Chris for details

12941 Poway Rd
Poway, CA 92064
858-748-9110

I like numbers and “WHILE NUMBERS NEVER TELL THE WHOLE STORY, THEY DON’T
LIE.” So let’s look at some of this tourney’s numbers.

The top individual performers during qualifying were: Pat Byrne (242 average), Paul Appling
(241), Bob Sittman (233), Don Moser (230.7), Ray Cobb (230.3), and Larry Gray (230.1). As could
be expected, four of these top five bowlers were on the top four finishing teams. My conclusion:
most of the top scorers finished highest.

How about this, the six competitors on the left side averaged a cumulative 231 while the 24 on
the right side averaged a cumulative 216. The top six right-handers averaged a cumulative 228.
My conclusion: There is no real difference when you compare the top bowlers on each side of the
lanes. If there were 24 lefties in the field, I believe their cumulative average would be about the
216 posted by the two dozen righties in the field. Generally, when more bowlers bowl more games
you can expect scores to go down. What do you think?

I recognize that with less bowlers on the left side the oil on that side won’t get moved around as
much, but as I wrote above, the top righties were able to adjust successfully.

Hey, I am a seventy year old righty who averaged 208 in the tournament. I also know that while
I am a good bowler, I am not as consistent as bowlers like Paul Appling, Pat Byrne, Mark Dyer,
Kevin Gannon, Mike Rick or Bob Sittman. They are better than me and that is why they averaged
a cumulative 231 and I averaged eight sticks above 200. Lane conditions had nothing to do with
their outcropping me.

The tourney was very competitive. It was a shame that two very talented teams missed a check
by one and two pins respectively. GIP LENTINE and LARRY GRAY finished one pin shy of fifth
place, while GARRY COULTAS and MARLOW DINGER finished just two pins shy.

I had a blast competing against the best seniors SoCal has to offer and joking with Tournament
Director DICK SANDERS. We senior scratch bowlers over this man a big thanks. He and SST
(Super Senior Tour) founder LEN MILS have provided us with a platform to compete on for over
twenty years. THANK YOU Mr. Sanders, Mr. Miles and the BOWLING NEWS from all us senior
scratch bowlers.
This week we saw Andy Yu go Sandy Rosenblum at +76. And for the women it was making it to the semi-finals. And over, and for the women it was Carla Sanchez Dino Cantoria +38, for the Woman Leo Tartamella +44, for the men and +10 for the wom...
WESTMINSTER — Alan Aguilar won the ABT SoCal Orange County tournament at Westminster Lanes on Sunday, July 28. Alan is married to Veronica and they have two children, Teddy and Allen. Alan is a multi-time champion. He has been bowling for 50 years, the last 20+ years with ABT. He is currently bowling at ABC Lanes in Westminster. Alan won his first ABT championship at Vista Lanes in Palmdale on July 28. Monday is the second championship. He is married to Sophia and they have two sons, Michael and Eric. Jason sports a high game of 290 and a high series of 846 high series. Ramsey was using a Storm IQ drilled by Daryl Watkins at the pro shop at Vista Lanes. Ramsey wanted to thank his wife and children for their love and support and the ‘Dream Team’ at Cal Bowl. He also wanted to thank Westminster Lanes for hosting the tournament and the ABT Directors for running the event.

SAN DIMAS — Ramsey Basurto won his first ABT championship at Vista Lanes in Palmdale on Sunday, July 28. Ramsey has been bowling for 15 years, and about one year with ABT. He is currently bowling at Sands Bowl in Lancaster. His high game is a 300 and has an 846 high series. Ramsey was using a Storm IQ drilled by Daryl Watkins at the pro shop at Vista Lanes. Ramsey wanted to thank his wife and children for their love and support and the ‘Dream Team’ at Cal Bowl. He also wanted to thank Westminster Lanes for hosting the tournament and the ABT Directors for running the event.

Palmdale — Ramsey Basurto won his first ABT championship at Vista Lanes in Palmdale on Sunday, July 28. Ramsey has been bowling for 15 years, and about one year with ABT. He is currently bowling at Sands Bowl in Lancaster. His high game is a 300 and has an 846 high series. Ramsey was using a Storm IQ drilled by Daryl Watkins at the pro shop at Vista Lanes. Ramsey wanted to thank God, and all his friends and family for their support. He also wanted to thank Vista Lanes for hosting the tournament and the ABT Directors for running the event.

San Diego — Ramsey Basurto won his first ABT championship at Vista Lanes in Palmdale on Sunday, July 28. Ramsey has been bowling for 15 years, and about one year with ABT. He is currently bowling at Sands Bowl in Lancaster. His high game is a 300 and has an 846 high series. Ramsey was using a Storm IQ drilled by Daryl Watkins at the pro shop at Vista Lanes. Ramsey wanted to thank God, and all his friends and family for their support. He also wanted to thank Vista Lanes for hosting the tournament and the ABT Directors for running the event.

Garden Grove — ABT SoCal Orange County will be at Rainbow Valley Lanes on Saturday, August 10th. There will be two squads on Saturday at 11 and 12:30. There will also be two squads on Sunday at 11, 12:30 and 2PM followed by match play finals. The address is 1214 Valley View Street in Garden Grove. Their phone number is 714-898-2507. First place with Mega Pot guaranteed at $1000.

Fontana — ABT SoCal Citrus is at Brunswick Foothill Lanes in Fontana on Saturday, August 7. Squad times are at 12N, 1:30 and 3PM followed by match play finals. The address is 1214 Val- ley View Street in Garden Grove. Their phone number is 714-898-2507. First place with Mega Pot guaranteed at $1000.

San Diego — ABT SoCal San Diego will be at Mira Mesa Bowl on Sunday, August 4th. Squad times are at 12N, 1:30 and 3PM following by match play finals. The address is 8210 Mira Mesa Blvd in San Diego. The phone number is 858-578-0500. First place guaranteed with Mega Pot.
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Singles, Doubles, Team and All Events
Open To All Averages   (No average too high or too low)
Guests & New-Members Welcome

$10,000.00
Singles 1st $7,000    Scratch Singles $500    Doubles 1st $1,000
Team 1st $2,000     All Events 1st $2,000

2013 Summer of Fun    August 8 – 11, 2013

HOTEL, CASINO & SPA
Special ABT Room Rates:  $50.00 - $90.00
9777 Las Vegas Blvd. South, Las Vegas, Nevada
1-866-796-7111    CODE: AMA 0808

Singles Entry Fee:  ABT Gold Members $50.00, Others $60.00
Non ABT Members add $10.00 Guest Fee    Mega Pot $35.00

$20.00 Cross-Over Entry fee per person per event: Dbls., Team, Sweepers or Scr. Singles
Extra Bonus Pins and $ will be earned for Bowling local events July 20, 21, 27, 28 and Aug. 3, 4
Earn a Bonus Pin for bowling July 20-21 in your local branch
Earn a Bonus Pin for bowling July 27-28 in your local branch
Earn a Bonus Pin for bowling Aug. 3-4 in your local branch
Earn a total of 5 Bonus Pins if you bowl all three weekends in your local branch

Earn an extra $1,000.00 each week, July 20 – Aug. 4, when you win this Vegas Main Event
Local and National ABT Averages are NOT affected by this fun event!!!
Win all three handicapped events and win $10,000.00
with all Bonuses. TOTAL PRIZE FUND IS GUARANTEED BY THE A.B.T.

Ultimate Pass $400.00 = Unlimited Singles and Sweepers and 2 nights at South Point**
Premier Pack $300.00 = 3 Singles entries and 2 nights at South Point**
Sharon Caldwell at sharoncaldwell1954@gmail.com or pacbell.net OR call VP 818-287-7674 after this meeting, please let the officers know that you want to bowl in this traveling league.

Fall season.

places respectively. At this time of sending the above news, The men had finished their doubles had a 214 3rd game and finished with a 202 for 1120 to place 3rd.

201-241-202-211-168-198 (203.5 average). The Russian Olga Valeryevna Lotina prevented Taiwan from finishing in first and third places and a Russian took 2nd places. The Team USA women from Dalton, TX had a good start with 211 but finished with 1068 for 52nd place.

lympic veteran Robert Ellison, CA had a lone 221 in 3rd game for 1086 total for 42nd place. Joshua

for the event’s high game.

279-247-232-266-208 in placing first. His Korean teammate Youngchen Seo hit 1329 for 2nd place

A veteran Taiwanese bowler Sho Min Huang took first place with her 1221 score with games of 201-241-202-211-168-198 (203.5 average). The Russian Ogjo Valeryevna Lotina prevented Taiwan from finishing in first and third places and a Russian took 2nd places. The Team USA women from Dalton, TX had a good start with 211 but finished with 1068 for 52nd place.

TAIWAN WOMEN PLACES 1 & 3 RUSSIAN 2ND IN SOFIA DEAFLYMPICS SINGLES

Sixty five women from 25 countries took part in the 2013 DEAFLYMPICS bowling singles event in Sofia in their quest for gold, silver and bronze medals. At end of six games, two women from Taiwan finished in first and third places and a Russian took 2nd places. The Team USA women placed in 8th, 24th, 35th and 52nd.

A veteran Taiwanese bowler Shir Min Huang took first place with her 1221 score with games of 201-241-202-211-168-198 (203.5 average). The Russian Ogjo Valeryevna Lotina prevented Taiwan from finishing in first and third places and a Russian took 2nd places. The Team USA women from Dalton, TX had a good start with 211 but finished with 1068 for 52nd place.
BURL BANK — I had the great pleasure during my years of bowling at a bowling community, to share my knowledge and love of the game with young people. Boys and girls growing up in those times to twenty years. All of them wanting a sporting community in which they could participate, learn, better skills, and do something I remember wanting that for myself and finding my niche in the world of bowling.

I was fortunate enough to have had a coach that also loved the game, the community, and who cared about the young people. Bowlers are a special breed of people. Some so serious about the sport they are alarming and caring so much to the other way. Most who share the same is interested and more than willing to share their knowledge of lane conditions, how to convert a ten pin and whether or not you have the right equipment. Which type of bowler you are, I encourage you to share your passion with the youth.

It seems weare to participate in an adult/youth league or tournament or volunteer to coach the kids on a Saturday morning...it's the rewards will far outweigh the effort and you just might have passed on the passion. Sunday Night League: (scr) Nathan Thorpe 254, Vickie Maas 197, David Hayes 729, Aileen Campana 503, (hdcp) Jason Newell 274, Taamii Peterson 242, Mike McMahon 854, Shartene Pablos 700.

Monday 690: (scr) Win Kato 235, Mary Riddles 215, Steven Jones 613, PN Nale 569, (hdcp) Collette Rector 228, Ken Jones 677, Ashley Ho 172, Sharon Ashley 356, (hdcp) Rob Kordich 210, frieson 49.


Wednesday 705: (scr) Mike Copeland 84, Mike Peck 167, Gary Loomis 194, (hdcp) Rob Gerber 208, Tony Kinard 204, (hdcp) Collette Bennett 204, Claude Lockett 203.

Thursday 710: (scr) Jim Burke 204, Robert Arbuckle 149, Kevin Grosser 134, (hdcp) Shophere 74, Tony Kinard 187, (hdcp) Collette Bennett 186, Claude Lockett 186.

Friday 715: (scr) Steve Burke 194, Rick Long 129, Gary Loomis 191, (hdcp) Rob Gerber 180, Tony Kinard 175, (hdcp) Collette Bennett 175, Claude Lockett 175.

Chuck Pezzano
Dean of Bowling Writers, PBA & USBC Hall of Fame

Bowling News is proud to bring you...

Remembering John “Junior” Powell is so easy because rarely has there been such a bowling man of all seasons. He was a battle hardened combat marine before he was old enough to vote and later he combined that hard earned toughness with the love of life, people, and bowling that only ended when he was 84.

A top bowler who loved competitive action in any form, whether he was betting a dinner on the outcome of a bowling match, the run of one of his race horses, the prospects of a new product or business venture including many bowling centers, he was a delight to know.

You always knew he was there because he wasn’t bashful when he had an opinion—and he always had an opinion.

Powell was a pioneer in many bowling efforts, starting with his rating as one of the best scorers in the game, then as solid leader of the Fort Worth Panthers in the shaky National Bowling League, on to one of the most innovative tournament creators and operators, a bowling pro shop owner when there were few pros in the field, and an unmatched booster of worthy, new bowling products.

“I can sell a dozen of anything,” Junior once told me. He got no argument from me because he kept proving it.

Later he got into the big, big time of business interests such as race horses among the world’s best, restaurants, and the most up to date and finely run bowling centers that bore the name backing and input of the legendary Don Carter.

He was the first to offer his talent and treasure to any worthy bowling cause—institutional or personal.

One of his greatest personal moments came when he was elected to the American Bowling Congress Hall of Fame. It was one of the most well deserved selections and one of the most appreciated by any recipient of the honor.

He long was an avid supporter of the Hall and its members, many of them close friends and attended all Hall functions until he became too ill to do so. His generosity is at the Hall for all to enjoy.

He was a proud member of the Hall—but not as proud as the Hall and the sport were of him—the man of all bowling seasons who has become a man of all bowling eternity.

John Powell, a man easy to remember, on Memorial Day—or any day.

Keystone Juniors

2013 California Youth State Championships

NORWALK — Keystone Juniors travelled all the way to San Francisco to compete in the Pepsi tournament this past weekend. Bowling the doubles and singles event at Double Decker Lanes in Robnort Park, Alex Mochizuki bowled a 204 game (168 avg) in the doubles and a 206 game in the singles division. Zachary Norman bowled a 194 game (168 avg) in the singles, David Schneider bowled a 205 in the doubles division (172 avg), Diego Aguinada with a 163 game (136 avg) in the singles event, Daniella Aguinada with a high 200 and 215 game (142 avg) in the singles event and shooting a 767 handicapped series, Allysha Howard with a nice 189 game (129 avg) in the singles, Dejah Pope with a 169 and 160 game (125 avg) in the doubles, Malina Hernandez with a 122 game (96 avg) in the doubles, Joshua Mayas with a 102, 117, and 110 game (70 avg) in the doubles and a 120 and 114 game in the singles event scoring a nice 727 handicapped series. Great job Juniors!

And in the team event located at Country Club Bowl in San Rafael, Michael Hendronset shot a nice 206 game (182 avg), Sydney Haynes with a nice 194 and 163 game, Dejah Pope with a 166 game (125 avg), Joshua Mayas with a very nice 182 game, shooting 112 pins over his average (70 avg)! Keepin’ the heat Keystone!

And at Country Club Bowl, we met a bowling team from Cresci City, CA who had Scott Souza bowling his last junior tournament as well as Karla Nandino from our very own Keystone Juniors. Good luck to you and may we wish you the best in your future!
CAL BOWL OPEN
AT KEYSTONE LANES
A U G U S T 3 , 2 0 1 3
Check-in from 8:30am-9:30am, Starts at 10:00am
SCRATCH 10 GAMER

GUARANTEED PAYOUT: 1ST $2,000
2ND $1100, 3RD $800 • 1:6 CASH RATIO
HIGH SENIOR (50+) ARE GUARANTEED TO CASH FOR AT LEAST $150
GAMES 4 & 7 - OPTIONAL $20
$500 MEGA POTS!

$150 TO ENTER • SIDE POTS INCLUDED
OPTIONAL BRACKETS $5 brackets games 2-3-4, and 4-5-6, and 6-7-8
GUARANTEED: $100 PAYOUTS FOR SIDE POTS PER GAME
$200 FOR EACH BLOCK

PATTERN: BEATEN PATH

11459 Imperial Hwy. Norwalk, CA
(562) 868-3261 • kestonelanes.com